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Although in some cases history on television has represented women’s lives in the past, this remains an exception rather than a rule. Whilst the overall volume of programming has grown dramatically since the mid-1990s, with the launch of the History Channel and UKTV History, it is apparent that not only in terms of the individuals and events considered, but also in terms of those allowed to act as mediators between the past and the TV audience, there are marked gender differences. In the mid-2000s the vast majority of historians representing their profession on TV, especially as presenter-historians, are men. Although the majority of historians teaching in higher education are male, this imbalance is exaggerated further on screen. This article considers, then, the related issues of authority and appearance, visual material, perceptions of audience diversity and, briefly, women as television professionals, whilst giving an overview of the work being carried out on TV history programming.1

The research discussed here forms part of the Arts and Humanities Research Council (AHRC)-funded ‘Televising History 1995-2010’ project based at the University of Lincoln and directed by Prof. Ann Gray.2 This interdisciplinary project, running from 2004 and funded by the AHRC from 2006 to 2010, asks how we get the kinds of television histories we do, and why. Starting with the relationship between the academy and media professionals, through commissioning and programme making, it explores the—often competing—professional discourses about how to ‘do’ history. Focussing on ‘non-fiction’ programming it examines the different genres employed by producers and tracks their commissioning, production, marketing and distribution histories. Through a number of case studies, including interviews with academic and media professionals involved in history programming, Ann Gray and Erin Bell are analysing the role of the ‘professional’ historian and producer/directors as mediators of historical material and interpretations. In earlier publications some of the themes and issues raised in interviews have been considered. This article seeks to consider in greater depth the particular experiences of women and women’s history.3

Although our research does not consider fictional representations of the past, there is still a remarkably wide range of genres which may be classed as TV history; these include documentaries, including commemorative ‘event-televisions’ such as Auschwitz: the Nazis and the ‘Final Solution’ (BBC2 11 January 2005) which marks specific anniversaries; drama-documentaries such as The Relief of Belsen (Channel 4 15 October 2007) and Dunkirk (BBC2 February 2004) which dramatize real events; ‘reality history’ series such as Edwardian Country House (Channel 4 April-May 2002), The Trench (BBC2 March 2002) and Coal House (BBC1 Wales and BBC October-November 2007); historical travelogues such as Michael Wood’s The Story of India (BBC2 August-September 2007); presenter-led series such as David Starkey’s Monarchy (Channel 4 2004-7), Simon Schama’s A History of Britain (BBC2, then moved to BBC1 2000-2002) or Bettany Hughes’ The Spartans (Channel 4 November-December 2003), and the hugely successful celebrity genealogy series, Who Do You Think You Are? (BBC 2004-present).4

A great deal of the information collected in the course of this research comes from interview material: to date, twenty historians involved in history programming have been interviewed, including seven women. This represents a deliberate attempt to talk to female historians, whose experiences are of especial interest to the project. In doing so, we seek to discover how university scholars contributing to TV history interpret their experiences. Several interviewees are active in other areas of ‘public history’ such as museology, which has brought additional depth to their contributions. Thus the interviews are not only oral history, but also oral historiography.

The quotation used in the title of this article is from a published interview with Bettany Hughes, a British historian who has presented several programmes in the past five years. However, when she initially approached a TV executive with programme ideas in the early 1990s, his response was dismissive, and he assured her that ‘no one wants to be lectured at by a woman.’5 Demonstrating the misogynistic opinions of one television professional, this response may also have stemmed in part from the origins of history programming in the UK. The first TV presenter-historian, A. J. P. Taylor, based several of his series, broadcast on the BBC and ITV from the 1950s to the 1980s, on his university lectures. A charismatic figure, he is named as a role model by many modern TV historians, including Controller of BBC4 Janice Hadlow and Simon Schama, the latter with the caveat of the limitations of basing series on lectures. But his role as presenter-historian seems to have been problematic for some TV executives considering female scholars.6

Arguably, the use of male voices in television perpetuates what the film historian Bill Nichols describes as ‘a culturally constructed assumption that it is men who speak of the world and that they can do so in an authoritative manner.’7 As one female historian commented of her own experiences of presenting a history series, ‘I also think that these were issues about authority because I was a woman, and again I expect these are unacknowledged issues, about who can be an authoritative voice.’8 This may also reflect John Fiske and John Hartley’s idea of ‘bardic television’ which suggests that TV fulfils the role of soothsayer and priest in modern society, communicating to viewers ‘a confirming, reinforcing version of themselves’ and articulating ‘the main lines of the established cultural consensus about the nature of reality’.9 Certainly, in A History of Britain the use of sweeping shots of the British
landscape and ethereal music underscore the sacred nature of the series and indeed of a specific version of national identity. However, to place a woman as an authority figure in this role may, by inference, undermine rather than reinforce viewers’ perceptions of historical reality, at least in the opinion of TV executives such as the man described by Hughes. Furthermore, as television scholar John Corner has suggested, although TV has ‘extended the pleasures which gaining knowledge involves’, the type and range of knowledge is limited. This may, he suggests, be related to bureaucratic control, or a consequence of the commodification of TV. The outcome, though, is often reliance upon tried and tested types of programming led by male presenters: content, form and authority confirm the political, including gender and racial status quo. This is suggested, but not made explicit, in Roger Smither’s comments on commissioning editors’ motivations, discussed shortly.

Although one female interviewee described her hope of seeing more women historians on TV, despite what she described as the ‘deeply seated, innate sexism’ of the industry, whilst others commented on the gendered nature of history on TV, few female interviewees commented on this. This seems to reflect an essentialising of white, male experience identified by feminist scholars. Tristram Hunt’s brief reference to a lack of female presenters and of women’s history on TV is one of the few published comments about this. However, his suggestion that social historians focus on ‘accessible’ aspects of the past infers a direct access to TV producers which many historians do not have, for the reasons discussed shortly.

That is not to suggest that all female interviewees believed that television alone was responsible for the under-representation of women. An art historian interviewed recently described herself as belonging to an ‘academic demimonde’ because of gender bias in her discipline, meaning she could only find part-time employment. Interestingly, the same interviewee stressed the benefits of television in this respect, suggesting that for both female scholars and male students, who may have faced criticism when they chose to study art history, a tutor appearing on screen grants authority to both the discipline and the individual. The position of female art historians parallels Barbara Crowther’s analysis of women working in natural history; she identifies the ‘scarcity and marginalisation of women’ in both the discipline of natural history, and on TV.

However, marginalisation may only be avoided if those making programmes allow it. Reflecting one of the forms of control of knowledge identified by Corner, women appearing on TV are often represented in ways that limit their authority. Jeanie Attie’s review of Ken Burns’ 1992 PBS series *The Civil War* similarly refers to the limitations placed upon the historian Barbara Fields whose interview is edited in such a way that at times she is cut off in mid-sentence, unlike her male counterpart who is granted far more time to discuss topics raised. In another case, a series attempting to redress the apparent Anglocentrism of the epic millennial history series *A History of Britain*, which was fronted by the British-born, Columbia University Professor of History, Simon Schama, placed a female historian in a less authoritative role than that enjoyed by presenter-historians such as Schama. Dr Fiona Watson, then Senior Lecturer in Environmental History at Stirling University, who continues to present *History File* on Radio Scotland, fronted BBC2 Scotland’s ten-week history series *In Search of Scotland* (BBC2 Scotland February-April 2001). In an interview published in a Scottish newspaper shortly afterwards, she asserted that Schama’s series had failed to consider recent debates about British identity. However, although her series aimed, in contrast, to explore the nuanced nature of Scottish identity, it arguably also perpetuated gendered stereotypes which position Watson, a professional historian, in the role of interviewer eliciting information from, predominantly, male experts, rather than as an authority figure in her own right. Whilst this may have stemmed from a desire not to replicate the format of *A History of Britain*, it had the result of limiting her authority.

The series began, in February 2002, with Watson’s assertion to camera and then over footage of Scottish landscape, cityscape and crowds in a city, that ‘history is about where we come from. It’s about who we are. It’s not about heroes and villains, not even much about kings and queens and states.’ This declaration, that the series seeks to go beyond elites, seems a clear statement that it will not replicate Schama’s *History*, the first part of which had been broadcast the previous year. Indeed, the statement continued: ‘But history is really about people like us who lived and loved, worked and died, mostly leaving no record at all….but none of them died without contributing something.’ This is indeed borne out when in the first thirty-minute episode she visited the Neolithic settlement of Skara Brae in the Orkney Islands, paralleling Schama’s *History*, *In Search of Scotland*, though, emphasised community and human relationships, rather than archaeological finds of jewellery and other artefacts, the focus of much of the first episode of Schama’s *History*. In Watson’s series millennial concerns were also acknowledged, alongside ‘new hopes’ relating to the Scottish parliament. It would seem, then, that this was a particularly good opportunity to include women’s history. However, although Watson was named in the title credits of each episode, the programme’s format arguably diluted her authority as a historian. Her introduction to each episode was markedly shorter than, for example, Schama’s, at only ten to twenty seconds in length, giving her the air of presenter rather than university scholar.

Furthermore, through the use of ‘worthy interviews intercut with location filming’, which coincidentally was the original planned format of *A History of Britain*, male figures rivalled Watson’s authority. Most of the historians, archaeologists and linguists interviewed were, unsurprisingly, based at Scottish universities (Edinburgh, Glasgow and St Andrews) or Scottish institutions of public history and heritage (Historic Scotland, the Scottish Trust for Underwater Archaeology and the National Museum of Scotland), but only around one in seven were women. Those appearing often discussed elements of women’s history: Katherine Forsyth of the University of Glasgow on Pictish stone carving including its depiction of women; Jenny Wormald of the University of Oxford on Mary Queen
of Scots; broadcaster Lesley Riddoch on economic and political representations of women in contemporary Scotland. Apart from these rare examples, and faced with white and middle-aged men, the camera often focused more on their responses to Watson’s questions than on Watson herself, who also fulfilled the role of narrator in the series; unseen and uncelebrated. As another female historian noted of her own experiences as a presenter-historian faced with predominantly male interviewees:

on the one hand they seemed to want someone who was an expert to present it, but then they wanted you to present yourself as a non-expert. You were going on a voyage of discovery … I would be going to interview somebody who knew far less than I did about something, and doing it … in the manner of a … breathless ingénue.

Indeed, it seems almost ironic that the introduction to the final episode of In Search of Scotland, which considered the twentieth century, included references to the changing role of women. When considering suffragettes in Scotland and efforts to provide maternity care, Watson stated that ‘women have always worked but their contribution has usually been undervalued and underpaid.’ Whilst Lesley Riddoch, currently pursuing her aim for ‘big women of Scottish history’ to be celebrated, was granted the opportunity to comment upon the representation of women in the Scottish parliament and reflect on the continuing tendency to deride or undervalue women’s economic activity, this was one of very few examples in the series.

This also relates to the issue of appearance. Male historians’ concerns over appearance were largely limited to a desire not to look too ‘formal’ or a humorous comment about having a ‘face for radio’. However, this touches upon a more serious issue: given recent debates over the retirement of BBC news reader Moira Stuart, possibly on the grounds of age, the appearance of female historians clearly affects the nature of their TV work. As a female interviewee commented, “You can be a young woman, you can be an old crotchety David Starkey, you know, opinionated and ugly, but you can only be Bettany Hughes.” Although she did not seek to denigrate Hughes’ achievements, it is certainly the case that the media prefer younger female presenters, but describe them in ways that do little to acknowledge their authority or historical knowledge. A. A. Gill’s Sunday Times review of her series Athens (Channel 4 July 2007) reflected largely on Hughes’ dress and figure: ‘You do have a bum that makes the Gordian knot look like a telephone-wire tangle. But, don’t worry … We’re really interested in what you have to say about the single transferable vote and committee decisions in 3rd-century-BC Greece.

It is extremely difficult to imagine a male historian being described in such terms. Hughes has more formal qualifications than Simon Schama, with a postgraduate degree in her field. Although Schama and David Starkey have both been satirised in the UK comedy series Dead Ringers (BBC2 2000-date), this focused upon their style of presenting; it did not discuss their appearance in explicitly sexualised terms. Another female historian, who appeared in several series in the early 2000s, revealed that although her manager was originally contacted by the production team, she instead secured the role of ‘resident historian’ in one series after TV researchers found her picture on her university’s website, underlining the importance of appearance. A second, who presented and appeared in several series in the same period, commented specifically that ‘dress was a big issue. I got a lot of flack’ because, due to the way in which the series was edited together, she was perceived to have ‘a different outfit in every shot’. She concluded that ‘if I ever did it again it had better be a jeans and jumper job’ because the combination of a young female presenter stylishly dressed had proved a source of great comment, to the extent that ‘a lot of the reviews mentioned the clothes, rather than the argument.’

The cultural historian Michelle Arrow has commented on the disproportionately high number of male, often middle-aged, presenter-historians, both in the UK and her native Australia. However, Arrow is sanguine when considering her own position as presenter-historian in the Australian history series Rewind (ABC 2004). She comments that whilst riding a replica of Australian inventor Lawrence Hargrave’s kite, which predated the Orwell brothers efforts by a decade, left her little room for gravitas, and that it was unlikely that an older man would have been asked to do the same, ‘maybe the kite wouldn’t have lifted an older man into the air, either.’ However, she does consider it unlikely that the authoritative role of presenter-historian in a series such as A History of Britain would have been granted to a younger woman. It is my contention,
though, that for older women too, there is little chance to demonstrate gravitas on screen. Although, for example, the Cambridge classicist and self-declared ‘media junkie’ Mary Beard, celebrated for her controversial and ‘wickedly subversive’ comments, and Queen Mary’s Renaissance scholar Lisa Jardine, write in broadsheet newspapers and appear on Radio 4, women of their generation are rarely granted sustained appearances in TV history.29

A striking example of this imbalance in representation of women as professional historians is also apparent in a recent programme broadcast as part of the autumn 2007 BBC4 season on the eighteenth century, The Age of Excess: When Britain went too far (BBC4 24 October 2007), presented by broadcaster and literary scholar Matthew Sweet, was one of several in the series which also included The Black Eighteenth Century and a dramatisation of John Cleland’s novel Fanny Hill.30 Unsurprisingly, given its subject matter, The Age of Excess aimed to titillate. Introduced by Sweet with the statement ‘History is a bit of a tart’ and can be manipulated into doing what we want it to do, even the past was feminised and made passive. This assertion was accompanied by images of the naked body of a woman, on which film footage and print were projected, reminiscent of the opening sequence of a James Bond film. However, despite the obvious focus of the programme on heterosexual sex, there were no naked male bodies other than those depicted in eighteenth-century engravings, which raises important questions about the degree to which the naked female body has been normalised in the twentieth century, whilst the male has not, and which go unquestioned in the programme.

Furthermore, whilst the history of eighteenth-century prostitution was represented as a humorous affair, largely devoid of abuse or violence, the staging of interviews with historians was also significant. Literary scholar John Mullan appeared in an eighteenth-century style drawing room; historian Vic Gatrell in a dining room of the same period; Peter Ackroyd by a window. Matthew Sweet himself addressed the audience from a bed in the London streets, but in contrast, the rather younger historian Julie Peakman (identified, inexplicably, as ‘author of Lascivious Bodies’ rather than as an historian) was placed on a bed in a domestic setting; historian Jenny Skipp on a chair in a darkened room; and historian Hallie Rubenhold on a bed or chaise longue. Although it is difficult to determine the extent to which each scholar was aware of how their peers were filmed, in order to make an informed decision about how they were being depicted themselves, the selection of erotised and eroticising sets for female but not male scholars is troubling. This limits the degree to which women can be taken seriously as historians, especially by an audience who in the main are not, as Jerry Kuehl famously asserted, history undergraduates, and at the very least are unlikely to have studied women’s and gender history.31

Related to this is the use of visual material such as paintings or archive footage. They are key to history programming: as one interviewee commented, ‘television is a visual medium, and you have to have a visual image behind you.’32 But even women’s history dating from the era of film may not be shown. When Imperial War Museum archivist Roger Smither attempted recently to answer the question ‘Why is so much television history about war?’ he identified the desire of TV producers to make the types of programming that have already been successful. Thus, he suggests that the 1964 BBC series The Great War (BBC2 May – October 1964) and the 1973 Thames series The World at War (ITV October 1973 - May 1974) led to a growing number of series based around similar footage. It remains a popular source of visual material, cheap in comparison to computer-generated imagery, and sometimes recycled by the same production company in later projects. This commercial imperative also has implications for the type of programmes made. As well as favouring those that consider the late nineteenth and twentieth centuries, the type of footage preserved in archives, Smither suggests, tends to reflect, even to over-represent, the high level of conflict in the past century. That is not by any means to suggest that all newsreel footage dating from the early twentieth century deals with warfare, but the material may be more easily formed into major series on conflict.33 As independent production companies are increasingly forced to take economic factors into account, many use footage already freely or cheaply available.

In addition, trends in programme-making affect the type of series produced. Whilst the BBC may continue to make well-funded commemorative documentaries such as Auschwitz, for a significant period in the early 2000s oral history series were less popular with commissioning editors than drama-documentaries, although there has been a slight upsurge very recently in the commissioning of oral history series.34 In contrast, during the 1960s oral history exemplified the significant historiographical and methodological changes in representation of the past on TV. These were closely related to developments within the academic discipline of history, although some scholars, including A.J.P. Taylor, dismissed the method as ‘old men drooling about their youth.’35 However, many of those involved in oral history work in the 1970s have gone on to form their own production companies, such as Steve Humphries ‘Testimony Films’. That is not to suggest that oral history programmes do not manipulate the way the past is represented, as Myra MacDonald and others have identified. But such programmes do allow women a voice and to assert that they are entitled ‘to speak for that past in the present.’36 A minority, including ‘Testimony Films’, which seeks ‘to be the first to reveal stories, to explode myths and to inspire change’, continue this work. Humphries has been recognised for his groundbreaking work: in 2005 Sex in a Cold Climate, made for Channel 4 and broadcast in 1998, was voted eighth in Broadcast Magazine’s top ten programmes of all time that have changed the world, for its account of the abuse of young women in Irish institutions for unmarried mothers.37 However, this work is exceptional.

The limitations imposed by the factors described are reflected in a lack of well-researched women’s history programming, with a few exceptions. That is not to suggest that historians involved in TV are unaware of this; far from it. One interviewee met a production company’s interviewer, using her own money and in her own time, to make sure
their material was as thorough as possible. Another said that she did not mention payment when working with independent companies; she would rather they came to her, as an expert in the field, than make a programme without her help. However, the BBC does not necessarily make more representative history programming, either in the sense of reflecting breadth of scholarship, or diversity of audience. Although the BBC’s Council seek to assess ‘the extent to which the BBC’s network output and other activities reflect the diversity of the UK’, arguably this is not achieved in history programming. Indeed, several recent series, including some of those mentioned already, have sought to construct a national identity around a selective, often male-centred, interpretation of British history.

Furthermore, although many commentators, including Simon Schama, suggest that TV history is predominantly watched by white middle-aged men, despite some successes in attracting a wider audience, Tony Bennett’s analysis of audiences suggests those watching ‘high legitimacy’ programmes which reflect the audience’s cultural capital, such as drama, documentary, news and arts, are balanced in terms of gender. This is broadly confirmed by Angela Piccini and Karol Kulik’s recent analysis of heritage and archaeology programmes. Age does not seem to be a significant factor in determining history and natural history viewers, although Bennett’s analysis does suggest that men are slightly more likely to prefer such programming. However, despite considering the factors affecting individuals participating in cultural pursuits, the research outlined in Bennett’s article does not consider the representation of gender (for example) and of female professionals, and how this may relate to the audience. Although Michael McKinnie has noted that a ‘sentimental economy’ for the arts has revived an eighteenth-century conception of art as a means to promote ‘social sympathy’, and to ‘spread sympathetic social relationships’, the inclusion of programming on women’s history, for example, seem at odds with other pressures on broadcasters.

Perhaps because the history documentary audience is perceived by many programme makers to be male, rendering female audience members invisible, whilst broadcasters’ focus groups may ‘lead’ members to expect, gendered responses, the BBC has attempted to make women conspicuous in drama series such as the co-produced Rome (BBC, HBO and RAI 2005 and 2007). According to an interviewee involved in the series, it had inherited a largely male audience from a previous programme shown in the same timeslot, so ‘they were trying not to make it man’s stuff.’ In her opinion, though, attempts at diversity did not benefit programme quality; as she stated, ‘them trying not to make it man’s stuff were the bits that I thought were really naff.’ However, that is not to say that the efforts were not welcome; as a self-identified public and university historian, she concluded that the BBC’s desire to broaden audience reach was laudable.

Other genres, such as reality programming, do attract female viewers. Although, like the natural history genre described by Crowther, history documentaries are of high status and seem as a genre to be ‘critically immune’, series on the edges of the corpus are less safe. Interestingly, they are also more likely to acknowledge women as audiences, presenters and subjects. Michelle Hilmes has identified similar criticism of pre-war radio soap operas as ‘vulgar’ or ‘feminised’ and it also seems significant that Germaine Greer described the reality series Big Brother as ‘soap opera come to life’. ‘Reality history’ series such as Edwardian Country House, which significantly was commissioned and broadcast not by the BBC but by Channel 4, have met with a great deal of criticism and were described collectively by Tristram Hunt as a ‘bastard genre’ marking the demise of social history on television, as much for emphasising the material nature of life in the past, chamber pots and corsets, as for the men and women dressing up as their forebears. It certainly seems that the book accompanying the series aims largely at a female readership, offering evocative nostalgia and crafts relating to the period such as jelly making (pineapple and mint), homemade sweets, beauty remedies and evening bags. Juliet Gardiner has, though, convincingly defended the series and its usefulness as a historical and historiographical experiment.

Further, unlike the majority of historical re-enactment, which both Hunt and Jerome de Groot identify as prefiguring reality history on TV, series such as Edwardian Country House give a large proportion of time to women, their lives and experiences, and offer re-enactors, often women, the opportunity to offer insights alongside the oral testimony and assistance of those who lived through the eras depicted: for those in The 1940s House, Mrs Whinney, a former housemaid, who visited the young women re-enacting her former role. This particularly underscored generational differences; her account of physical and sexual abuse with no hope of redress prompted some female re-enactors to contrast women’s experiences in previous centuries with their relative freedom in the twenty-first century. For some women, such as Lyn Hymers of The 1940s House, this meant deconstructing, in her words, the ‘idealized Hollywood version of the 1940s housewife’ that she and, notably, her husband had partially accepted before their involvement.

De Groot welcomes this ‘enfranchising agenda’; as he suggests, for all Schama’s celebration of the popularising potential of television for history, he still wants to be the man in charge of telling us how things were’. David Scott Diffrient too highlights the importance of gender in his analysis of The 1940s House which considers its reflection of changes in women’s and men’s roles since the Second World War and also the ways that ideals of beauty, both in the 1940s and the twenty-first century, reveal reality TV history’s equation of ‘lack of glamour with a truly “authentic” re-enactment of the past’ in much the same way that the artifice of Big Brother contestants is linked to their ‘perfect, young faces and bodies’. Yet at the same time, he suggests, The 1940s House offered ‘a critique of historically contextualized codes of beauty and duty’ which allowed reflection upon the present. Analysis of Frontier House (PBS 2002) similarly suggests that female re-enactors’ experiences affected their behaviour in their modern lives. Indeed, of historians interviewed,
women were far more likely to be positive about such series’ potential to demonstrate, in the words of one respondent, ‘the way class relations have changed … gender relations have changed, in a way that probably is much more powerful, I think, for non-professional, non-academic kind of people, than they would get from reading a book.’51 Significantly, of the five female historians who talked specifically about the various House series, four were positive about its potential to represent social and/or gender history to a mass audience. In contrast, of the six male historians who commented, only two were positive, and another responded, tellingly, that ‘I don’t watch them. I don’t watch them but my wife does. She loves them, and she’s a historian. She’s a history graduate as well. She loves them, but she’s very interested in family history anyway, and, um, I’m not particularly.’52 Although this interviewee is keen to assert his wife’s status as a fellow historian, his statement also underscores the way that certain types of history programming have been ‘gendered’, if not downgraded to genealogy, by male historians.

However, re-enactment is hardly new in historiographical terms: Oxford philosopher of history R. G. Collingwood asserted in the 1930s that to understand historical experience the historian should conceive of the past as ‘a living past… which… can be re-enacted in the present, and that re-enactment known as past’ and warned of the perils of accepting testimony at face value.53 Many scholars writing on re-enactment refer to Collingwood’s work, at least in passing, and certainly for Alexander Cook, one of the historians involved in the BBC2 series which re-enacted Captain Cook’s voyages, The Ship (BBC2 August-September 2002), the experience was a re-enactment in the present, although he warned that the benefits of the experience had not necessarily been successfully communicated to the programme’s audience.54 In addition, Stephen Gapps’ analysis of the Australian re-enactment series The Colony (SBS 2005) strongly suggests that the degree to which individual re-enactors developed historical understanding depended very much on their existing historical knowledge.55 Another Australian series, the eight-part Outback House (ABC June-July 2005) made, like Edwardian Country House, by Wall to Wall, did not represent all aspects of the past to the audience. Catriona Elder’s research into representations of colonial history has highlighted that although two re-enactors in the series were native Australians, members of the Wiradjuri tribe, the experience was unrepresentative. Debate raged around whether, for example, Danielle Schaefer, one of the maids, should eat scraps outside the house as her foremothers would have been expected to do. Although her mother acted as an adviser to the series and urged that this should be shown, this aspect of Aboriginal history and experience of colonialism was omitted from the broadcast material.56 Anja Schwarz suggests that such responses reflect ‘a desire for the past to have happened differently’57, and arguably they reveal as much about the present as they do about the past and may obfuscate events unacceptable in the present.

Despite this, the celebrity-led series Who do you think you are?, broadcast on the BBC since 2004, has proved in some ways to be the most surprising source of women’s, and also Black and working-class history, on primetime BBC, although Tristram Hunt condemned the series as an ‘amateur hobby… transposed to history in its entirety’.58 The episode on Moira Stuart, the first black newsreader on British TV, for example, engaged with the subject of slavery, one of the key themes arising from investigation into her ancestors.59 Achieving an audience of 5.35 million on a Tuesday night in November 2004, the largest for any programme on BBC2 that week, the series uses, even manipulates, the emotional responses of the celebrities in a way which some TV scholars have likened to other traditionally female programming such as reality TV and lifestyle programmes.60 Nevertheless, the series as a whole has allowed coverage, albeit brief and selective, of women’s lives in the eighteenth to twentieth centuries and its coverage, albeit brief, of the enslavement of millions was far from Hunt’s ‘comforting warm soak’. Indeed, based on her appearance, Stuart was chosen to present BBC2’s In Search of Wilberforce (BBC2 16 March 2007), part of a season marking the bicentenary of the abolition of the slave trade. She combined celebrity with the ‘authenticity’ of her family background, now well known to many viewers. The programme itself included interviews with several experts, including the Caribbean historian of slavery Verene Shepherd of the University of the West Indies. Significantly, though, the programme was not the creation of the BBC’s History department, but of Religion and Ethics, leading us to question the extent to which the History department fulfils the BBC’s remit to represent diversity.

Women in television history are not limited to historians appearing on screen or women whose lives are the focus of programming. Although this has been the case since at least the 1960s, Mary Irwin’s research into the history of BBC documentary making in that decade suggests that women working on documentary making
were often as well qualified as their male counterparts, although they received less encouragement to progress to directorial or production roles and were often recalled in ‘official’ histories, by male colleagues, as primarily administrative or secretarial figures.\(^61\) However, Janice Hadlow has been a significant figure in TV history production since the 1990s. Behind A History of Britain, Niall Ferguson’s Empire: How Britain made the Modern World (Channel 4 January-February 2003) and Edwardian Country House, Hadlow is Controller of BBC4 and was Head of History at both the BBC and Channel 4. She is a relative rarity; the current Head of History at Channel 5 is Alex Sutherland, and there are a few women in senior positions in independent production companies such as Silver River, headed by former BBC Arts Producer Daisy Goodwin, which made, amongst other productions, Edwardian Supersize Me (BBC4 16 April 2007), part of the ‘The Edwardians: The Birth of Now’ season, under Hadlow’s leadership.\(^62\)

Motivated by a desire to broadcast commercially successful series at Channel 4, and to bring ‘big, ambitious, broadcast history of, or by, women.\(^63\) Tristram Hunt, it remains to be seen if BBC4 will regularly
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